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Abstract: RED algorithm is a technique which has been introduced in MANETs as well as in RADNETs to avoid the congestion and
contention. As compared to some of the existing mechanisms, the concept of RED algorithm is put into practice for the monitoring of
traffic within the network and to avoid it in order to enhance the efficiency of the network. RED works on the basic principal of Active
Queue Management (AQM) technique which is developed to work in large IP networks. Hence, because of routing the channel
contention and congestion within the network can be get introduced which restricts the efficiency of the network. Therefore, in this
paper, an improved form of interest centric mobile ad hoc network (RADNET) named as Adaptive RAD (ARAD) is being used along with
Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm in order to enhance the routing behavior of the network. This algorithm informs the
transmitter or sender to stop the sending of packets if any type of congestion occurs or to avoid the excessive congestion. This reduces the
delay also and hence gives rise to enhance routing and efficient network. The simulations have been carried out on Network Simulator
NS-2 by the implementation of RADNET protocol along with RED algorithm for the enhancement in the routing of MANETs. The
simulation results revealed that the proposed ARAD shows highly efficient results as compared to conventional ones.
Keywords: Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs), Interest Centric MANET (RADNET), Random Early Detection (RED), Base Station
(BS), Quality of Experience (QoE)

1. Introduction
The needs of daily life in the field of expert networking have
been increasing rapidly. The wired networks have been
playing an efficient role in networking but the development
in the network technologies the wireless networks come
forward and have overtaken the position of wired networks
in many important areas. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
and MANETs are one of the important networks which work
in a wireless manner and used for the flow of information or
messages from one node to another. These networks are
composed of monumental scale of nodes which are very
small in size and are placed, located or positioned in a
stationary or haphazard manner. But, MANETs are those
networks which consist of nodes positioned in a random
manner or in a dynamic behavior [3] [7].
MANETs are infrastructure independent networks which use
the conception of multihop routing scheme [3]. Therefore,
the nodes always locate for an intermediate node so that the
information can be passed to destination node from the
source node. Hence, this shows that the nodes always
depends upon the abstraction of mutual understanding
between the nodes while transference of information within
MANETs. Thus, the nodes in MANET exhibit the role of
host as well as router. An extension to MANETs called
RADNET is proposed in this paper, which uses a new
mechanism for the process of communication based on the
concept of Active Prefixes (APs). In contrast to traditional
MANETs, RADNETs implements APs within the header file
of the information or the messages sent over the network.
These messages or information sent over the network always
have two objectives. The first one is for the conservation of
the network and the second one is to provide Quality of
Experience (QoE) [2] [4].
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The algorithm used for the routing RADNET [3] uses the
concept of drop tail queue for the transmission of data. This
causes the congestion and contention of information within
the network. Hence, to overcome this matter, a novel
algorithm is put into practice called Random Early Detection
(RED) algorithm [1] which diminishes the overflow of
messages and avoid the congestion upto a certain extent. This
efficiently enhances the efficiency of the network by
providing a secure and efficient routing scheme for the flow
of messages or information.
The network simulator used for the simulation is NS-2 in
which the scenario is being created by the deployment of
sensor nodes in a dynamic manner. For the efficient routing,
RADNET is used which is an improved version of MANET
along with RED algorithm. The simulated results show that
the implementation of APs reduces the channel contention
and congestion within the network for the efficient
transmission of data over the network. This increases the
latency in the network and supports the messages for the
delivery of high data rates.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the
related works and the study of RADNET and description of
RED algorithm in Section III. Section IV shows the proposed
methodology and Section V describes the simulated results
and discussion. The Section VI focuses on conclusion and
future scope.

2. Literature Survey
The random early detection (RED) algorithm was introduced
in [1] over a decade ago which stimulated toward novel
attention for the control of congestion on a region of active
queue management (AQM). The concept of AQM is purely
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based on router type of congestion control mechanism. In
this concept, the routers inform end-systems of developing
congestion. The main objective of all the designs of AQM is
to sustain the standard size of queue in routers. This concept
has an extent of enviable effects which includes one of the
fact to provide gap for a queue which are implemented to
absorb bursts of arrival of packet, second is to avoid bias and
look-out the consequences from a little number of flows
which controls space for queues, and third one to provide
lower delays for several and important interactive
applications which includes Web browsing [2] The design of
Adaptive RED implements a weighted-average queue size
for the evaluation of congestion. The dropage of packets
reduces under the condition that when the weighted average
has values smaller than that of minimum threshold value.
On the other hand, when the average queue length lies in
between the minimum threshold which is called minth and
the maximum threshold known as maxth, then the probability
varies linearly between 0 and a maximum drop probability of
dropping packets. When the average quenth length go
beyond the maximum value, then all the packets get dropped.
In the year 2001, an enhanced form of this unique adaptive
RED proposa was proposed by doing replacement in the
MIMD (multiplicative increase multiplicative decrease)
technique with an AIMD (additive increase multiplicative
decrease) approach [5]. The authors applied control theory is
proposed in the year 2000 for the development of a formation
for AQM and TCP dynamics and implemented an innovative
model formation for the analyzation RED [4] algorithm. In
this paper two constraints in the new RED design are
asserted where the one is that, RED algorithm is either
unbalanced or shows slow reactions when any change in
network traffic occurs, and second one is the utilization of a
weighted-average queue length method for the detection of
congestion. The use of loss probability as a feedback
response to the senders was flawed. The flow of data or
information in overloaded conditions can suffers the high
delays as well as high loss of packets.
In the year 2002, a TCP/AQM model is being proposed for a
system which is linear in nature and to design a Proportional
Integrator (PI) regulator which regulates the queue length to
a destination value which is known as the “queue reference,”
qref [7]. The Random Exponential Marking (REM) AQM
technique is planned in [6] in which REM updates a
congestion measure called “price” in a periodic manner that
reflects any disparity between arrival of packet and rate of
departure at the link and any queue size mismatch.

3. Description
Algorithm
A.

of

RADNET

and

RED

information to the end user. This protocol is based on the
Universal Datagram Protocol / Internet Protocol (UDP/IP)
which is common to all systems by using TCP/IP protocols
for data transmission. UDP messages are layout in RFC's
768, 862-865, 867, and 1119 [6] [11].
B.

Random Early Detection (RED) Algorithm

Random early detection (RED), also known as random early
discard is a queuing system for a network scheduler used for
congestion avoidance. The regular behavior of router queues
on the Internet is known as tail-drop. Tail drop mechanism
involves the transmission of data to the current load state in
the internet by changing the congestion window as a function
of the packet loss rate. This is very inequitable, and also
leads to retransmit synchronization [3]. During retransmit
synchronization, an abrupt burst of drops from a router
occurs and cause a delayed burst of retransmits that will over
fill the congested router again. These issues with tail-drop are
becoming more and more troublesome on the Internet
because the use of network inhospitable applications is rising
[3].
To cope up with above mentioned problems Linux kernel
offers RED which monitors the average queue size and drops
packets based on statistical probabilities. With the growth of
queue, probability of dropping an incoming packet also
grows. RED is based on three parameters: Min, Max, and
burst. “Min is used to set the minimum size of queue in bytes
before the beginning of dropping, Max is known as soft
maximum under which the algorithm tries to settle down. At
last, Burst is implemented to set the maximum quantity of
packets that can be burst through [12] [6].

4. Proposed Methodology
The routing in each and every type of network either it is a
wired or a wireless network plays an important role in the
proper communication of nodes. The nodes can transfer the
messages either directly from the source node to destination
node or by the use of intermediate nodes. Hence, the concept
of mutual understanding is significant in MANETs. The
extension to MANETs called RADNET is implemented in
this paper along with RED algorithm which enhances the
routing behavior of network in a positive manner. This
reduces the congestion within the network and also the
contention get also be minimized. The comparative analysis
has also been taken out among conventional AODV, RAD
and ARAD protocol.
All the work is done in a symmetrical manner which is
shown as follows in the form of flowchart.

RADNET

RADNET is an open communication protocol that defines
the organization of information to be communicated between
known hardware and electronic interface. RADNET is
mainly uni-directional, with the exception of alarm
acknowledges, source check commands and surpass through
messages. It describes the methodology of communication
between instruments and software which presents that
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uting enhancem
ment is RED algorithm. All
A the simulattions
hav
ve been done on
o NS-2 simuulator.

Figure 2: Packet Loss

Figure 1: Flow of Worrk

Fig
gure 2 demonsstrates the losss of packets within
w
the netw
work
when the packeets get transfeerred from th
he source nodde to
t
the propposed
desstination nodee. It can easiily be seen that
pro
otocol ARAD protocol in reed color is sho
owing an efficient
beh
havior than thhat of traditional ones i.e. AODV and RAD
R
pro
otocols whichh are shownn as blue and
a
Green color
c
resp
pectively.

Figure 1 reprresents the fllow of workk which has to be
mplanted in this
t
paper forr the enhanceement of routting in
im
R
RADNET
whiich used AR
RAD protocoll along withh RED
allgorithm. In the
t first step, the generatioon of scenarioo takes
pllace by the deeployment off 50 number of
o sensor nodees in a
raandom mannner. The genneration of scenario
s
occuurs in
N
Network
Simullator NS-2.
The Step II is
T
i known as the executioon step where the
exxecution of RADNET
R
systeem takes place and in the Step
S III
thhe effective and
a efficient routing
r
schem
me is modeledd with
thhe proposed scenario in order to im
mprove the routing
r
prrocess. Step IV
I is the phasse where the proposed algoorithm
naamed as RE
ED algorithm
m is put intoo practice foor the
im
mprovement of
o the netwoork. This algoorithm reduces the
coongestion andd contention of messages while transfference
foorm one node to another as shown in Step V by reduciing the
coonsumption of energy by noodes in Step VI.
V
The Step VIII shows the improved performance
T
p
i the
in
neetwork by thhe use of RADNET
R
witth ARAD prrotocol
toogether with RED
R
algorithm
m.

5 Results and
5.
a Discusssion
h
been takeen out by the use of
Inn this section,, the results have
A
Adaptive
RAD
D (ARAD) prrotocol with RED algorithhm. A
coomparative annalysis also been carried ouut by using AODV,
A
R
RAD
and AR
RAD protocol. The algorrithm used for
fo the
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nergy
Figgure 3: Consuumption of En
gure 3 clearly shows the coonsumption of
o energy factoor in
Fig
RA
ADNET. Agaain, in this ffigure, the proposed
p
prottocol
AR
RAD protocool exhibiting an efficien
nt and effective
beh
havior by usinng the less am
mount of energ
gy as compareed to
trad
dition protocools.
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It can
c be observeed from the F
Figure 5 that th
he highly efficient
pro
otocol i.e. ARA
AD protocol iis receiving th
he highest quaantity
tran
nsmitted packkets.

Figure 4:
4 Bandwidth
Itt can easily bee specified in Figure 4 that the ARAD prrotocol
iss one of an efffective and effficient Bandw
width protocol which
iss at the top leevel among AODV
A
and RAD
R
protocols. The
A
Adaptive
RAD
D (ARAD) protocol
p
is showing
s
its highly
effficient behaavior in term
ms of Bandw
width when it get
inntegrated withh RED algoritthm. Hence, thhe RADNET shows
a significant ennhancement inn the routing of
o informationn from
n
when geet used with ARAD
A
soource node too destination node
prrotocol and RED
R
algorithm
m.

Fiigure 6: Packeet Delivery Ratio
Fig
gure 6 shows that the packkets are deliv
vered by propposed
pro
otocol ARAD is maximum aas compare to
o AODV and RAD
R
pro
otocol.

Figure 5: Packet
P
Receivved
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Figure 7: Routing Delaay
The above figuure shows cleearly that thee proposed prrotocol
T
A
ARAD
is highhly energy effe
fective and ennhancing the routing
r
off RADNET by
b minimizingg the delay inn routing. Thiis also
reeduces the contention
c
inn messages and
a
congestiion of
innformation att nodes. Thiss also resultss in increasinng the
effficiency of the whole network. All the parameteers are
shhowing an effficient enhanccement in theiir routing as well
w as
thhe packets trannsmission andd receiving. The
T protocol ARAD
A
iss showing an outstanding performance and improvedd over
A
AODV
and RAD
R
protocolss when get modeled
m
withh RED
allgorithm. Thee last and the final parameeter i.e. delay in the
roouting is shoown in the figure
fi
7 in which
w
the prooposed
sccheme outperfforms the effeectiveness of conventional
c
o
one.

6 Conclusion and Fu
6.
uture Scopee
The enhancem
T
ment in the roouting of anyy network plaays an
im
mportant role in the affectivity of the neetwork. An effficient
prrotocol or an
a improved version of AODV and RAD
prrotocol is propposed in this paper
p
which enhances
e
the routing
r
off RADNET. The
T proposedd protocol callled ARAD is highly
effficient whicch is used with RED algorithm foor the
ennhancement inn the routing scheme. A coomparative annalysis
off three protocols has beenn carried outt among whicch the
prroposed ARA
AD protocol outperformss the behaviior of
coonventional AODV
A
and RA
AD protocol. The algorithm
m used
foor the whole of
o the process is RED algoriithm.
This concept can
T
c also be appplied in futurre works so thhat the
roouting can bee improved foor the transm
mission of meessages
frrom the sourcce node to deestination nodde without deelay in
roouting by usinng greedy apprroach.
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